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2022 Survey Summary 

Since the end of January, we have added over 6100’ of survey in 12 different trips with 16 different teams, 

and have made some important connections in various parts of the cave.  The total horizontal length of the 

cave is currently 10.28 miles and the total depth is 508.8’.  Steve Pitts and Mark Jones have been our guides 

on many of the trips, helping us learn the cave’s important routes and junctions.  We traveled major routes 

with them, and our survey efforts have led to 7 connections within the system.  We began the survey at the 

bottom of Surprise Pit that will lead to Bottom cave, and have finished the wet, low crawls in that 

connection passage. I have made various “Line Plot Reviews”, that detail out our progress from each of the 

trips.  At the end of this report, I have a chart that shows all the data results from each trip.   

     

1/28-1/30/22:  Teams 190 – 191 

We began our trips out of the Johnston entrance, traveling the West Passage past the Guano Rooms to 

areas that needed survey.  Initially, we dropped a 100’ 2 pitch pit at pa85 and began a survey at mh16 that 

led to the bottom of the Bone Dome room.  The connection to the Bone Room still needs surveyed to the 

middle of the Pendulum Pit, but will require a traverse line. Also, within this survey lies the connection from 

the East Canyon, which still needs surveyed.  On the other trip, we continued in the far reaches of the West 

Passage, dropping a 3 pit series at pa 100 into the Middle Cave (112’, 49’,87’), calling it 500 Pitts.  This set of 

line plot profile and plan views show the trip results from the end of January.   The two survey areas are 

highlighted.  These pits do not have permanent ropes. 
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2/25/2022:  Teams 192-193 

Steve and Mark took two teams to North Cave, one to an upper area in North Cave, then down Coneys 

Chasm, and the other from the Lower Stream of North Cave.  The latter team took the route from the 

Blowing Hole, down the vertical maze and past the Lunch room.  The two teams began their surveys in 

order to meet with each other.  The survey was not fully completed.  Below are results from that trip at the 

end of February. One more trip should make the connection. The pit at Coneys Chasm, connecting to the 

lower level, has not been tied in and surveyed. Also, from that lower stream, the passage continues past 

the tie-in station, pcn34, after pcn38.  That passage continues lower but wide, with more contact with the 

stream, and will need survey and exploration. 
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2/27/2022, 4/29/2022, 5/27/2022:  Teams 194-197 

Next, we surveyed more pits that were in the middle section of the Pendulum Pit series, one trip at the end 

of February, and more survey trips at the end of May.  The team at the end of April spent three days 

replacing the permanent rigging at the Pendulum Pit, including several new traverse lines, for safety 

reasons.  This 70’ pit dropped into the same room as the pz series from Trip 191, but from the Pendulum Pit 

Series, (same level that drops into the West Room) and we named it the Cupcake Room.  From this point, 

we went through a crawl to the Ant Lion Trap Room, went across and surveyed the passage to the Banana 

Room, tieing that in to the Morgue.  Also from the Ant Lion Trap Room, a team went high around the funnel 

like pit, used a traverse line and got through to a new passage.  Through this tight opening, a new 

connection was found.  The team rigged a rope, and tied into the Breakdown Maze, which ultimately leads 

to the Bottom Cave, or back to Middle Cave in the West Room.  The ropes rigged here are permanent, and 

an extra 200’ rope was left in the Ant Lion Trap Room.  The following two plan and profile line plot reviews 

detail the areas that were found in that region.  
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 7/1-7/3/2022: Teams 198 – 201 

In two different trips at the beginning of July, we completed the upper Morgue-West Passage connection, 

and made progress in the survey below the Daylite Formation.  We first started with a team going across 

the upper Morgue passage to connect to the West Passage.  This connection, along with the 200’ Tie-in pit 

to the Pendulum Pit area, took two days of survey.   Another team surveyed down the Daylite Formation 

area, 132’ pit, then a 23’ pit and continued the survey in two directions.  Another team was led by Mark 

down the main 97’ pit in the Morgue sink, in order to familiarize the group with this area .  Below are the 

line plot reviews from those trips. 

 

                            

     
Harts tongue fern:  7/3/2022 
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Harts tongue fern:  7/30/22 

Photos by: Marion Akers 

 

7/29-7/30/2022:  Teams 202-204 

We continued our work in the Morgue at the end of July.  Mark Jones again led the group to the area where 

the Black Dirt Guano Crawl began.  He continued with several members to again show part of the Morgue. 

We managed to survey the whole crawl but couldn’t tie in to the Daylite Formation area.  This required a 

vertical 30’ pitch from above.  We also surveyed the Cloud Room, with a future plan to continue into the 

Funnel Room to the north.  We have a lot of survey work to complete in the Morgue. The following line 

plots show the passage, filled in and slightly tilted.  It is only partially complete, without all the written 

details in the plan view. 
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9/17/2022:  Teams 205-206 

Mark Jones had taken another group into the Fern Entrance and down Surprise Pit during August.  Being 

the driest time of the year, they wanted to attempt the lower connection to Bottom cave.  The wet gravel 

had to be partially dug out, in the first really tight area.  The trip was successful, and Mark and his team 

found their way to Bottom Cave.  Our group then planned a trip for September 17th to do the survey.  Again, 

it was very dry, and the drainage into Surprise Pit was very low.  The team went into the Fern entrance, and 

down to the bottom of Surprise Pit.  Mark Jones went with Nick to show the route through the bottom 

crawls to Bottom Cave where the future connection point lies, past the Earthquake Room.  Marion, Greg, 

and Rand began survey from the bottom of Surprise Pit through the wet crawls below (with wetsuits). 

When Mark returned with Nick, he finished the last five stations.  They surveyed 703’ to an area called the 

Old Formation Room.  This was past the wet, low sections in the passage, thus eliminating the need to do 

this section of the cave again with wetsuits.  Tony and Rob rigged the pit, and after the survey team began, 

they photo-documented the Surprise Pit area with a drone video and extra lights. Following is the line plot 

review of the results of this trip. 

 

 The above line plot review also shows the current view of the whole cave, both the vertical profile and the 

plan view.  The views are shown at angles at 69°, the direction of the quad maps. 
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Shown below are the current profile and plan line plot view, colored by level, a profile line plot view, and a 

chart showing the survey data with current totals. 
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